Hannah's Aftercare Instructions
AFTERCARE FOR SANIDERM COVER:
Leave bangade on for upto 3-5 days. Access liquid will accumulate with in the
first 24hours. If liquid is enough to where you need to releave the preasure,
find the nearest exiting point and with a paper towel push the access liquid out
gently as needed. Try to keep bandage on as long as required for maximum
results.
If bandage is irritating the skin enough to where it is causing more damage then
follow the instructions below:
For taking the bandage off, please make sure that while you are taking the
bandage off, that you are either in the shower or have running water. while
having luke warm/cool water running over the bandage, gently start to peel back
an edge of the plastic and gently continue at a steady-slow pace until plastic
is completely off. If you see that it is taking part of the scab with it, STOP!
and let it soak for a moment. Sometimes it takes a moment to let the adhesive
desolve under the water. Once bandage is off, let the running water run over the
tattoo and gently use your fingers to lightly rub any access plasma and unwanted
textures off of the tattoo. Once done, let it air dry for around 10-15 mins and
add moisturizer as instructed below.
AFTERCARE FOR SHORT TERM COVER
Leave bandage of for 2-8 hours depending on the situation. Wash tattoo in luke
warm/cool water and wash with a non-scented antibacterial soap (like dial soap).
Let the tattoo air dry for unto 10-15 mins till it feel tight and dry like it
wants to crack. Then add moisturizer
as instructed below.
LOTIONING INSTRUSTIONS
Once your tattoo is fully dry, use a non-scented water based moisturizer.(ex:
Curel, Jourgens, Aquifer, or Hustlebutter)
Always start out with a smaller amount to ensure to not over moisturize your
tattoo!! Over-moisturizing your tattoo can lead to irritation, redness, water
blisters and or zits. It is also a good idea to let your tattoo breathe
inbetween applications. If your tattoo feels quite dry after lotioning, go ahead
and add another application until you're able to feel more movement in your
skin. You want your tattoo to be soft to the touch, NOT GREASY!! having your
tattoo greasy to the touch can accumulate bacteria and in tern may cause an
infection.
TOUCH-UP POLICY
If there is any noticable ink loss, I honor one free touch-up for the first
three months of your appointment. After the three month mark I will charge a $30
fee for the materials used during our session.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know by messaging me either
through Facebook and or personal text message as seen below! Thank you so much
for your buisness and hope to see you again!! ;)
Hannah Montgomery
701-390-3744
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